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MOLECULAR RECONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
Reconstruction treatment hair as strong as steel and shiny as diamonds

What makes the MOLECULAR RECONSTRUCTION SYSTEM line unique is the
molecular dosage of the individual compositions' gradually increasing since the Phase
A up to Phase D allowing a gradual but constant reconstruction of the hair from the inside
out.
The final ingredient is the 'KCC Complex' which is among the richest and most effective
essential complexes used for hair restructuring and protection.
K for Keratin'
C for Creatine
C for Ceramide'
i.e. the main components of the hair' for a completely targeted but above all healthy skin
care.

• PHASE A: PREPARE SHAMPOO
Its formula enriched with extracts of Mallow, Aloe Vera and Nettle gives hydration to the
hair tone and elasticity, preparing it for the molecular reconstruction treatment.
DIRECTIONS: apply to wet hair, massage, rinse and proceed with Phase B.

• PHASE B: INTENSIVE TREATMENT
Its formula enriched with Keratin, 'Creatine' Ceramide and mineral salts, rebuilds hair from
the inside out, moisturizing it and carrying out an intense anti-aging action.
HOW TO USE: after shampooing apply to damp hair. Massage on length and ends' comb
and leave on for 3/5 minutes. Do not rinse and proceed with Step C.
PACKAGING: bottles of 1000 ml.

• PHASE C: REGENERATING FLUID
Its formula enriched with Keratin 'Ceramide' penetrating the hair' gives them new vigor
giving new shine and effective shine.
HOW TO USE: superimpose Phase B on lengths and tips. Leave on for 2/3 minutes.
Rinse and finish with Step D.

• PHASE D: LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER
Its formula enriched with silk proteins and linseed oil gives softness, body and elasticity. It
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creates a thin protective film that envelops the hair without weighing it down.
It has excellent detangling and antistatic properties.
HOW TO USE: at the end of the molecular reconstruction treatment, apply the product on
damp hair, distributing it along the entire length. Proceed with the desired drying.
PACKAGING: 250 ml bottles.

NOURISHING SERUM
Thanks to Argan Oil in combination with Jojoba Oil and Helianthus Annuus guarantees
hydration, nourishment and protection. Ideal as a final touch after any type of treatment'
leaves the hair visibly shiny' soft and silky favoring management and combability.
HOW TO USE: it can be used both on dry and wet hair. Apply a few drops of product.
Massage on length and ends, distributing the product well.
PACKAGING: 100 ml vial.
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